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What s on

Continent volcanoes forests and complex graphical
With Continent LMS Gallery inaugurates its figures
new space in the heart of Brussels inviting us
and calling on us to embark on an adventure Meta cities With Miguel Chevalier we live

perpetual variations infinite connections and ato the continents of our planet and to virtual
continents the continents of other worlds growing proximity between cities and

individuals bonding with nature by taking mylight years away from our Earth
inspiration from the vital life processes of

The totem of the worlds Herve Dirosa has growth and transformation
always travelled the continents to find out how
images are created elsewhere Tfei Space Project Vincent Fourniers expedition is

very real the opposite of an imaginary voyagecontinents are his sources The totem of the

worlds a sculpture in bronze is his comical launched into the conquest of space onto
vision of our universe continents outside our planet

Cartography of the exodus For C nent The footprint of the Earth Yann Artus Bertrand
Denis the world is an exodus of faces in gravitates around all the Continents giving us
movement The multiplication of these heads back the art of the Earth

recompOses the mixture of the populations He
The eyes of the world Title Ghanaian Kwamesays Painting is for me a passage between

life before and life afterwards between life here Akoto alias Almighty God presents a spiritual
vision of the continents the eyes of God areand life elsewhere

everywhere and He sees good and evil
Africa is not a country For Ola Dele Kuku
being together the source of all mutation is Politics of the continents Vivam Sundaram s

the motor of humanity By writing in neon eyes are prisms exploring our world and bring
it into his canvases Here he presents TwoAfrica is not a country he lays claim to the

natural frontiers which surpass the cultural Towers

frontiers Africa is not a country it is the
continent of origins 17 November 22 December 2017

LMS Gallery Brussels
Dream continents For Joan ie Lemercier the www Imsgallerybe
continents are virtual He plays with our vision
the landscapes are there mountains
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